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Eislingen Is Full of History, Culture, And Archeological
Wonder
Eislingen (Fils) is a town of vast historical importance. Several archaic churches, which have roots
in times-gone-by, are found scattered throughout the dazzling area.
St.-Anna-Kapelle, St.-Markus-Kirche, and Christuskirche, are all noteworthy for their old-fashioned
architecture as well as their individual histories. Dorfkirche St. Jakob is a fine example of old Gothic
architecture, which is what many people want to see when they visit pastoral European towns and
villages.
Art lovers will want to take meandering strolls through the antiquated village to find Kreiselkunst, or
gyroscope art, which can be viewed throughout the city.

— Top Areas Of Interest
History
Webcams
Gunzenhausen
Sigmaringen

Another highly notable attraction, though not art related, is that of the Fischsaurier, or Ichthyosaur —
a reproduction that inhabits the town, looming down from eons ago. The creature lived during the
Mesozoic, nearly 200 million years ago! Children and adults alike can wonder at the prehistoric
creature, its steely countenance ruminating in your memory.
Football, or soccer, a popular sport in Europe, can be had in Eislingen. Visit the VfB Football
School at Oak Creek Sportzentrum and cheer on a team during a thrilling match.
Music is also important to this town; take in a theatrical or musical show at the Filsterarassen openair stage for pleasant atmosphere and exciting sounds. Other music venues can also be found in
the city, so your stay in Eislingen will be full of harmony.
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With a wide variety of cultural and touristy offerings, the city will make a great stop. Whether you
are a sports fan, architecture enthusiast, or art buff, you will find pleasure in what the city has on
offer. Fill your stay with trips to the old, storied churches, take in a game, or see ancient sea
creatures while you stay in this antique-like location.
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